Research Resources for the History of Concepts

- **HISTORICHES LEXICON DER SCHWEIZ**
  Also in French and Italian.

- **EURO DOCS**
  Online transcriptions, translations and facsimilies from across Europe, medieval to modern eras.

- **SCOTS PROJECT: Scottish Corpus of Texts and Speech**
  Sources from 1945 on.

- **MED: MIDDLE ENGLISH DICTIONARY**
  Searchable database for sources between 1100-1500.

- **LEME: LEXICONS OF EARLY MODERN ENGLISH**
  Searchable database for use entries from 1480-1702. [access is limited]

- **HISTORICAL THESAURUS OF ENGLISH**
  Online project still underway. Data drawn from the OED.

- **M.J. Burke, "Conceptual History in the U.S.: a Missing "National Project"**
  From CONTRIBUTIONS 1.2 On available databases and online resources for Anglo-American conceptual history.

- **FRANTEXT Database**
  [restricted access]

- **Dictionaries, Etymologies and Linguistic Atlases Online**

- **Library of Congress: American Memory Project**

- **Avalon Project Yale Law School**

- **American Periodical Series Online (APS)** (restricted access via ProQuest)

- **Early English Books Online (EEBO)** (restricted access via Chadwyck Healey)

- **Eighteenth Century Collections Online (ECCO)** (restricted access via Gale)

- **Corpus Del Español**

- **Digitale Bibliothek Deutsche Klassiker im WWW** [restricted access via Chadwyck Healey]

- **LexisNexis CourtLink** (restricted access via LexisNexis)

- **LexisNexis News and Business Services** (restricted access via LexisNexis)

- **Library of Congress, American Memory, “A Century of Lawmaking”**